
PREFACE
The Navajo Sounds

Vowels
a similar to a in 'father'

e similar to e in* get'

i similar to i in* it'

o similar to o in 'broke*

Doubling of vowels indicates a holding of the sound rather than a difference in

quality. The following pairs illustrate this:

between them'

his father'

milk'

by means of it'

ice'

road' (like i in machine)
water'

a bita'

aa bitaa'

e abe'

ee bee
i tin

ii atiin

o to

GO atoo' soup'

A hook under the vowel indicates nasalization, as in these words:

n^zb^s 'circular' and sh44' 'sunshine'

s^^s 'wart' and aad^^' 'from there'

j( 'day' and dff 'four'

SQ 'star' and dl^g' 'prairie dog'

Tone marks over the vowel or vowels indicate that the syllable is said high. No
tone marks indicate low tone. If the first of two vowels only is marked, the tone is

falling. If the second only is marked, the tone is rising.

Consonants
Many of the Navajo consonants are similar in sound to the English consonants
spelled with the same letter or letters. The following, however, are different:

' which indicates that the glottis closes, cutting off the vowel sound which
precedes, as in ni' 'ground', and haaaah 'east'.

\ voiceless 1 as in Iff 'horse'.

tl the tongue tip is in position for a t, and the tongue sides relaxed for a voiceless

1, as in tlah 'ointment'.

dz this sound ends the word 'adds,' as in dzil 'mountain',

gh almost like g, but the back of the tongue does not quite touch the roof of the
mouth, as in aghaa' 'wool'.

zh hke z in azure, as in bizh6'6 'his father'.

X is sometimes used for the h sound to intensify, as in tsx|{lgo 'Hurry!', or

where s is followed by h but is not sh, as in yiyiisxf 'he killed him'.


